RackOrganizer®system - features and benefits.
1. A’n D Cable’s “Zero U” RackOrganizer® mounts in the same U space as the
active device so it does not use ANY extra rack space. Conventional 1U or
2U Finger Duct or D Ring Cable Organizers use valuable vertical rack space.
2. Our RackOrganizer® has lances and slots deep and wide enough for a ½”
wide OneWrap Velcro® strap for cable management on the top of the shelf
and a Velcro® strap to manage cables below the support shelf using the
same lance and slot.
3. Our Velcro® straps are included and are custom length (1/2” x 6” and 5/8”
x 12”)
4. Our RackOrganizer® is designed to be mounted up or down, depending on
the port access desired by the technician.
5. Conventional 1U or 2 U Finger Duct or D Ring Cable Organizers requires
using at least 4 screws to attach. To mount our RackOrganizer® you only
have to partially back out 2 screws. Ideal when doing a retrofit since you
want to minimize disturbing the active device.
6. Our RackOrganizers come in 5 depths. 2.8”, 3.8”, infinitely adjustable from
5” to 9”, 10” and 12”. All made from a sturdy 14gauge cold rolled steel.
7. The 10” and 12” deep RackOrganizer® have a triangular gusset plate where
it attaches to the rack and a 10” and 12” stiffening fold over flange. Use this
organizer for fiber termination boxes that protrude 8 or more inches in
front of the rack rails.
8. Our RackOrganizer® is a snap to install because it was deigned to install
inside of narrow cabinets, making a refit much easier overall and an easy
install in any situation.
9. Our RackOrganizers (Horizontal and Vertical) come in 2 standard colors.
Black and off-white. Custom colors can be accommodated.
10. Our Horizontal RackOrganizer® (RO) and Vertical Cable Manager (VCM) are
designed as a matched system but can just as easily be utilized
independently.

